
The battle over health care has simmered beneath the surface for decades as literal-
ly millions have suffered illness and death in the richest country on earth for lack 
of basic medical care. Most union contract struggles in recent years have revolved 

around the question of heath benefits. 7 in 10 personal bankruptcies in recent years have 
been the result of astronomical medical expenses. Now that Obama has attempted even 
the most modest of reforms, all the pent up contradictions are bursting to surface. On 
the one hand is the hysteria against Obama’s “socialism,” on the other are millions of 
bewildered but increasingly frustrated Americans who want a real solution now.

Violence has broken out at Town Hall meetings as the growing polarization of 
society is expressed in an often confused manner.  As has been the case for nearly a 
century, socialized health care advocates are being red-baited, intimidated and even as-
saulted. Obama is no socialist and his health care proposal has nothing to do with single 
payer. But if fighting for genuine universal health care, getting rid of the HMOs and the 
medical and pharmaceutical industries whose profits are squeezed from the health of 
working people and the poor is “socialism,” then what is the problem with socialism?

The problem is that it would take control over our health out of the hands of a tiny 
minority and put it into the hands of the majority. There are big bucks at stake. Accord-
ing to Harper’s Index, since 2002, average premiums paid to large US health-insur-
ance companies has risen by 87%. The percentage change in the profits of the top ten 
insurance companies was  up by 428%. No wonder the health care industry is spending 
nearly two million dollars a day lobbying Congress against single payer or anything 
remotely like it! The debate over health care in Congress has been bogged down and 
restricted to the narrowest possible limits. But there is a way out of this impasse. 

As of September, 2009, HR 676 (the single-payer legislation being proposed in 
the House of Representatives) has been endorsed by 561 union organizations in 49 
states, including 130 Central Labor Councils and Area Labor Federations, as well as 
39 state AFL-CIOs. Despite the attacks and setbacks of the last few decades, the over 
15 million-strong US Labor Movement remains a powerful force in society. If just 
these workers were to go on strike, hardly 
a truck, airplane or train would move, not 
to mention public schools, universities, and 
city, county, municipal, state, and federal 
services. That, combined with massive La-
bor mobilizations on the streets, would put 
real pressure to bear on Washington! 

The big insurance, medical, and phar-
maceutical companies are in the business 
of making profits, not caring for people’s 
health. The Workers International League 
believes that the solution is socialized uni-
versal health care -- single payer -- a kind 
of Medicare for all. We believe the unions 
should break with the Democrats and form 
a mass party of Labor to fight for this perspec-
tive. For more information, please visit us on-
line or contact us at wil@socialistappeal.org 
or 612-424-3897. 
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